Frances Winder
Isolation Projects

One - A new start to drawing
As we are isolated and have time to think and experiment a little, I thought it would be
interesting to consider some aids to drawing and painting that many people could try. You
don’t need to have great skill and ability, you just need enthusiasm. If you do have advanced
skills in drawing and painting, why not try a new twist.
I have always felt that putting a pencil in someone’s hand and asking them to draw can be
very daunting; rubbing out is often the start of the end of a piece of work, which gets more
and more destroyed.
To get over that problem try going dotty! Find something to draw: a tomato, a pear, or a
single grape. Use light dots to mark its boundaries. (You can use a pencil, an ink pen, paint
or draw it large or tiny.) As you get more sure of each mark, make it stronger. Add tone or
shadow with dots until you have built up your image. I have attached two drawings by John
Davenport to show you the technique. He had little previous experience of drawing. Explore
your own method.

You can use paint, ink or pencil; marker pens can be good too. Drawing a simple fruit, a
colourful apple is good, plant material, or a view of your garden. A still life grouping is
excellent to treat in this way: you can colour theme it, or just go for tone.
The Pointillists used the analysis of colour in the 1880s. The technique was pioneered by
Georges Seurat and Paul Signac and spread to the other Impressionists and Postimpressionists. Look up Seurat, but also Van Gogh and Degas. Artists were also influenced
by the advances in photography with interesting shots and compositions to develop their
work. Paint can be added as dashes and strips of colour to create vibrant effects.

If you lean towards more abstract work, look up Aborigine work, and the amazing qualities
of pattern and line which are reflected in some of these emotional and spiritual pieces. I
found them really inspirational in my own work.
I am adding three paintings below from my portfolio

The first is influenced by aborigine paintings, attempting to portray the soul or spirit of the
land. The second called “Harbour” is painted in dash marks rather than spots. Rendering the
shifting surface of water.
Try using Pointilist paint techniques, put yellow and blue dots together to make green, blue
and red together are purple. Orange and blue are opposites in the colour spectrum, when
placed together they add vibrancy and energy as they fight for your attention, red and
green, and yellow and purple have the same effect to energise your work.
My third painting here “Leaves in Pink” is playing with that vibrancy in colour. Most of all
explore and play, enjoy expressing yourself whether you use pencil, ink, sharpies, brush or
paint. The biggest factor for improvement is practice. Enjoy the puzzle and challenge of
doing something new.
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